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Join us

Hey, wanna try out your knowledge in the world of non-formal
children’s education? 
Our squad is on the hunt for fresh faces to help spread the word
about the spectacular world of languages and cultures to our new
growing generation! Come join the fun!

Are you a wizard of words in English? Do you have a soft spot for
little ones? Teaching experience is always a plus, but if you're a blank
slate, that's cool too! As long as you're brimming with creativity,
eagerness to learn, and a can-do attitude, we'd love to have you
aboard. But most importantly, you've got to pass the ultimate test:
our vibe check! 😎

WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?

WORK WITH US

WHAT CAN WE OFFER?
Let's break it down - you'll be working with kids aged 5-15, based
on non-formal education principles. We've got you covered with all
the tools and equipment you'll need, plus a warm and supportive
team that's always ready to lend an ear or a helping hand. Get ready
to work in a cozy boho office that has that perfect touch of organized
chaos - both a dreamy oasis and a creative war zone. And, we've
saved the best for last - the FIRE team! They're the ones who'll have
you cracking up with laughter when you least expect it. Are you
ready to ignite your inner superhero and make a difference?

Right now we are offering 15 hrs/week (in Plunge), but we’ll for
sure add more when you join us :)
Hourly wage - 8 Eur before taxes



About us

Say "Bye!" to boring language classes and "Hello!" to our fun-packed
foreign language program! We're all about teaching kiddos how to
speak, read, and write in a new language, all while having a blast with
games and various activities.
Our secret sauce? The immersion method! It's like being a fish in a sea
of foreign language, where kids learn naturally by speaking, listening,
and playing in English. Let's get chatty!

OUR WORK

Our mission is to spark a love for foreign languages in kids, by
turning regular learning into a cultural adventure, brimming with
games and fun activities. We want to help kids develop their skills
while catering to their individual needs.

OUR PURPOSE

If you take the team out of teamwork, it’s just work. 
And we don’t want that.

TEACHING PRINCIPLES:
Making the kids feel their success
Teaching kiddos foreign languages while boosting
their self-esteem! See, confidence is the key to
unlocking language skills, and we're here to make it
happen.

Learning in the form of a game 
We play to learn! We ditch the boring methods and
embrace the excitement that comes with games and
activities. We're all about positivity, tossing fears out
the window, and allowing ourselves to make mistakes. 

Falling in love with cultures
We've nailed two full years of high-fiving European
Solidarity Corps volunteers, who bring a real flavor of
their native tongues and cultures into our classes. It's
been a wild ride and we can’t wait to meet new people!

Immersion
Diving right in! The most organic way of mastering
foreign languages is by being surrounded of it. Every
single thing happens in English, from conversations to
activities.



ACTIVITIES IN RIETAVAS 
School age kids

OUR WORK WEEK CURRENTLY LOOKS LIKE
THIS

REFLECTION OF THE PAST WEEK
We tackle the good, the bad, and the ugly by brainstorming ways to keep the
good and improve the rest. We take turns sharing our hopes and wishes,
then put on our thinking caps and make decisions together like a boss!

What does our week  
look like?

MONDAY

Each week we

bring

something

totally fresh

and new to the

table!

It's essential tomentally gear up forthe week ahead!

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY

ACTIVITIES IN RIETAVAS
Kindergarten
ACTIVITIES IN PLUNGE
School age kids, kindergarten

THURSDAY

ACTIVITIES IN PLUNGE
School age kids, kindergarten

FRIDAY

WORK = BRAINSTORM + PREPARE + TRAVEL + TEACH + CLEAN UP +
OTHER PROJECTS

PLANNING THE WEEK
Together, we pick the theme of the week's activities, the words we'll use,
and the star of the show - the MAIN FUN ACTIVITY. Will it be a day of DIY,
an action-packed sports fest, a board game throwdown, or maybe a
dramatic performance? The sky is the limit!

PREPARATION FOR ACTIVITIES
Get ready to rumble! We're prepping for a week of thrilling adventures, fine-
tuning our muscles and skills. From brainstorming to designing, crafting,
cutting, laminating and organizing everything we DIY’d, we put in the hard
work to make sure we are all ready for the week ahead.

WEEKEND UNWIND
Time to go out and discover a new place or high-five a stranger. Or, if you're
in the mood for some serious chillaxing, just lay back and unwind. And hey,
just saying, but why not invite your new crew to hang out, make some
unforgettable memories and laugh your socks off?  

Come join us, and we'll take things
up a notch by adding more classes

and activities to the mix!

We're on the hunt
for a brilliant

teacher in Plunge!

BUT MAYBE YOU HAVE THE

OPPORTUNITY TO ALSO

WORK IN RIETAVAS OR
KLAIPĖDA?

1 h

1,5 h

?

4 h

1 h

3 h

3 h



www.lizdelis.lt

kklizdelis@gmail.com
write us or send us your CV via e-mail

Contact us

Give us a shout, don’t hesitate! 

Remember, all you need is
eagerness and  a wish to learn,

and the rest can be picked up
along the way. see you soon! 

:)



We are a small but mighty international team based in Rietavas and working in Plunge (but we're
itching to come to Klaipėda too! 😊) Our mission? To help kids and youngsters learn the ins and outs

of different languages and cultures (right now, it's English, but we're dreaming for German and
Italian too!) by using the most fun and interactive teaching methods out there - non-formal

teaching.
If you're fluent in English and looking to dip your toes into the world of non-formal education, we
want YOU! We're scouting for fresh faces to join our team, so why not start looking at college or

uni? 😉
Check out our flier added to this email , and if you're curious to learn more about our crew, check us

out:
www.lizdelis.lt
FB: /kklizdelis


